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About This Game

FAST, CHALLENGING ONLINE CO-OP

Take control of a cyberdragon and annihilate swarms of rocket propelled chainsaws either online or via LAN in this high speed,
high skill 8 player co-op twinstick shooter.

DESIGN YOUR OWN WEAPONS

Harvest components from the smoking wreckage of your enemies and construct a vast arsenal of crazy weaponry. Gatling laser
guided rocket launchers, bear teleporters and singularity cannons are just the beginning. All this customization isn’t just for

show, either. Different weapon and character builds allow for a huge range of effective playstyles.

TACTICAL DEPTH

The space skeleton armada is cunning and merciless – flanking, sniping, cloaking and teleporting are just a few of the tricks the
AI is capable of. However, if you learn their tactics you can use your enemies weapons against them. All attacks have full

friendly fire, and exceptional players can annihilate entire fleets by tricking them into shooting each other.

MASSIVE BOSSES

After obliterating enough regular enemies, you’ll have to face down screen filling deathmachines like the Killdozer, Bullet Devil
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and Terror Fortress Omega.

PRESS QUOTES

"what’s interesting about the game: the variety of its enemies, the manner in which you can manipulate its AI, and that it has
singleplayer as well as 8-player coop."
- Graham Smith, Rock Paper Shotgun

"A beautiful shoot em up with super fast paced and challenging combat."
- Nick Puleo, Co-Optimus

"Want to be a teleporting, mine dropping, laser blade wielding cyberdragon? Or evasive and armed with railgun and chaingun?
Or do you want to mind control enemy ships and use your laser like a tractor beam? All those playstyles are equally viable."

- Christian Valentin, Indie Game Enthusiast

"XenoRaptor is fantastic fun, it’s a well crafted top down space shooter, with an infusion of Dead Rising style, crazy weapon
building. Highly Recommended."

- Alpha-Beta-Gamer

"There's something delightfully absurd about a giant circular saw flying through space"
- LowEndGamers

" Extremely responsive controls allow for precision accuracy, harrowing maneuvers, and a devastating outlay of firepower."
- Parker, Chalgyrs Game Room
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Why did I buy this?

I Should really discard it tbh.

0\/10. a group of comrades descend into misery in the the waterless aral sea. The game is pretty good, mostly thanks to the
interesting spell naming system. Unfortunately, the latest patch broke said system beyond repair. Thankfully it is possible to fix
that by installing an older version of the game. You can find a guide for that here:

https:\/\/www.reddit.com\/r\/Steam\/comments\/611h5e\/guide_how_to_download_older_versions_of_a_game_on\/

I used "download_depot 555630 555631 3858705127182369078" to downgrade to version 1.840. Haven't had any problems
that way.. I love this game so much, as i voice each chapter on my YT channel as soon as it comes out. Each character has it's
good and bad parts, along with their quirks being unique to their character. I kinda give each character their own unique voice,
like Diemien with a lispy, nerdy voice to Ardata with a Romanian Gypsy voice, to even these two new gals with a French accent
for Remele and a voice that sounds like a Female Wolverine for Konyyl. I seriously can't wait for Volume 8 to come out, and
hope it has the Twin-Trolls and another Tealblood, cause that would be one heck of a challenge. This game deserves a LOT
more love and praise for how awesome the artwork is, along with the writing and the music that comes up in certain parts of the
game. Still wondering if we'll get a Trizza Chapter though.. Not worth it. Fun game I like the concept the only problem is the
lack of online players. Its nearly impossible to find opponents. Someone should make a discord server with people who have this
game so we could set them up and it would be awesome.. Released in 2013 and so few reviews (at the time I wrote this)
AMAZING! Even bad games get more attention then this, and this is by no means a bad game.

Well the story is basically revamping civilization but not in the usual RPG way. This is a time management game played by
levels with certain goals to achieve at each level. (Similiar to how Faerie Solitaire, Labors of Hercules or even Tales of the
Orient have level goals.) Break boulders, fix roads, reconstruct houses, construct water towers, clear waterways, mine ore, etc,
etc, and try to do it under the certain time limits to recieve a gold, silver, or bronze trophy. Relatively easy because the game
does not speed up like Diner Dash or Dr. Daisy:Pet Vet, and it is long because it has an actual storyline. Not an overly
complicated story as our inventor friend moves from place to place fixing things like roads and houses and bringing "invention"
back to each place improving the overall quality of life for the inhabitants.

Fun, easy, family oriented game or simply a game to play while taking a break from anything or everything else.
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Feels like a walking simulater. The world itself is pretty. As long as you follow the story you have music. Go off on your own its
silent. It can be frustrating while on teh ship, the UI is not helpful at start. Unsure what happens if you miss crystals. But the
world is beautiful. Defionatly worth emerging yourself into. Wish it was a little more interactive.

On further review, this game has no save option. In this type of game that is a deal breaker for many. YOU always have to start
from the begening. Could save or some type of save option needs to be added.

The game is two or three hours, depending on if you go off course and explore beyond the main story. A few puzzles. Really
wish this world would be put into a sailboat, fishing, gliding, rock climbing, type of world. Very pleasing.. I was pretty happy
about the penguin models and animations used in this game (my primary reason for purchasing). Overall the gameplay is pretty
straight forward (bat the penguin as far as possible and guide it along its path), but the game is still rough around the edges. I
hope the dev finishes this because the design is nice and it just needs a few tweaks.

Good

 Good penguin models and animations.

 Batting controls feel about right.
Neutral

 Took up most of my play space (2.4m x 2.4m) to go from bat to penguin diving board.

 Noticed some infrequent ASW\/ATW\/reprojection while using a 1080ti.
Bad

 Desperately needs some kind of explanation on how to play. (A menu would be nice. There currently
isn't one.)

 Controls are confusing.

 Some details feel rushed. Application icon was the unity symbol in steamVR. Name was
"now_playing_string". No easy way to exit the program.. This train looks cool, is cool and goes fast, who
dosnt like that?. Play all of the content in the first thirty seconds.
Master the gameplay in a couple of minutes.
Uninstall.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/gPP8mXm35-4. The worst adventure ever and very bugy.. The only match-3 sort of
game that i could sink hours into. Addictive, with a clever mechanic and one of the only puzzle-sandbox
modes i've seen.. I picked up this game as a fan of management sims and old-school choose-your-own-
adventure RPGs in the vein of King of Dragon Pass, and others. If you've ever played KoDP, you know
that it can be a very unforgiving game, and this game is no different.

As you go about your life as a legionary, you will be presented with events and given dilemmas whose
outcomes will be determined by your choices and your stats. Sometimes the same goal can be achieved in
different ways, so you want to be familiar with your character to know which options are best suited for
them. Much frustration will result for players that try to fit square pegs in round holes. There is an RNG
aspect to it, and success is not guaranteed, even if you make "optimal" choices. You won't succeed at
everything; but over the course of a career, if you make the right choices, your trajectory will trend
upward.

You are given opportunities to increase your abilities by training in camp; but you need to vary your
approach to get the most out of it. There is no hard and fast formula for success in training; and as you
get better and better, you will begin to experience diminishing returns on your time investment. Camp is
also where you manage equipment. The pre-Marian citizen soldiers of Rome furnished their own
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equipment; and it's no different here. Luckily, you will earn a legionary's wage, and may have some ill-
gotten plunder you can use to purchase better toys along the way.

Combat in this game is a turn-based back and forth, which seems simple at first; but can be punishing or
rewarding, depending on how you approach it. Players who approach fights expecting to mash the attack
button and grind down opponent after opponent are going to walk away frustrated. Just like with the
events I spoke of above, combat is about putting things in your favor. In some battles you over-match
your opponent and can launch attacks from the start with good chances of success. Other battles, your
opponent may match you, or be much better than you. In these fights you have to know when to buy time,
and when to strike. You might stay defensive while probing your opponent with faints; only to seize the
moment and go full offensive when he misses an attack against you and is off-balance. You might also be
completely out-gunned; and in that case need to play it safe, being careful to stay alive until your unit gets
rotated out of the line. You're part of a large formation of soldiers, many of whom may be better than
you. Sometimes you might need to be the hero; but sometimes all you'll need to do is hold the line.

I've had a lot of fun with this game so far; and I look forward to more content in the future. If you're
thinking of giving this one a try; remember that you *will* make bad decisions, and you *will* fail skill
checks. You *will* have bad combats, and you *will* face opponents that you cannot beat. You *will*
become frustrated at times, and you *will* die and have to start over. All those things may happen quite a
lot; but you *can* overcome them. If that legionary doesn't make it to retirement; your next one might.
That's what I like about this game. If you like management sims like Punch Club or Domina, you might
like this game too. If you liked King of Dragon Pass, you will probably enjoy it quite a lot.

I do; but you might not. Give it a buy if you're looking to try a niche game that needs a little poking and
prodding to really figure out.. I'm kinda shocked at just how good this game turned out. I think like most
people who stumbled upon this game, it was the aesthetic, and a bit of nostalgia for that time frame of the
internet that lead me to pick it up. But once I got into it, I realized that I was exploring it and the interface
like I used to back in the day, and for the same reasons. A lot of what was fun about going through old
Geocities accounts (which this clearly is a reference too) was seeing the small little interpersonal dramas,
seeing people update personal projects and explore this new and exciting space. And yeah, all that is here.
You see people put up their own art and music and writing and as you interact with the world it slowly
interacts back with you.

Add on a legitimately good overarching storyline, and it's just a fun exploration through this old world.

My only real complaint is that it does occasionally have a bit of old lucasarts point and click syndrome,
where you have a good feeling you know what the answer to a particular puzzle is, but you just can't find
out how to act upon it. It's thankfully VERY rare, and there is both a good in game hint system (just
search hints!) as well as the obvious guides that you can look up (some are even nice enough to just
provide hints themselves) online should it come to that. Other than that, a fantastic game.. epic game for
$3. use a xbox elite controller 9/10 for a game do your bikes up in the oder you see fit so little bit of
statergy / flexibility in your riding style and a actual dyno guy to tune your car. tell him whats hard and he
tunes the bike to your likings 10/10 there. grathics 8/10 but 2014 so no complaints fun realistic. but my
pc's op lol.
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